@ home

Jesus calms the storm
Craft 1: Edible boats
You will need: small plum tomatoes; small peppers;
cucumber; burger cheese slices; cocktail sticks; hummus or
other dips.
Cut the peppers and tomatoes in half and remove the seeds.
Fill the veggie boat with dip. Cut a thin slice of cucumber or burger cheese and
thread onto the cocktail stick for a sail. Stick the sail into the veggie boat to secure.
We are going to find out later about the time when Jesus calmed
the storm. How did he do it? Is Jesus powerful? What other
things do you think he can do?
Activity 1: Musical storms
You will need: Music
Play a game of ‘Musical Storms’ – when the music
plays everybody should dance and move around
like they are being blown about in the storm. When
the music stops, they should freeze and be still like
the storm in the story.

My Lighthouse – by Rend Co. Kids is a great song to play the game to as it talks about
God being our peace in the storm. You can find a video with actions here which you
could learn before playing the game. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeJvKkBV6rY

Craft 2: Origami Boat
You will need: Paper, a large bowl/bath of water
Make your own origami boat together, you might want to make
some paper figures to go in it as well. Watch the video using the link
below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6UtqhlDasgc
Float the boat in a bath, sink or bowl of water. Later you will be able to re-tell the story,
and make the storm by splashing the water or blowing hard at the boat. Listen out
carefully for the bit in the story when Jesus tells the water to be still and stop the
storm.

Activity 2:
Search for items around the house that remind you of other people –
photos of families and friends, shopping deliveries, toys, letters. Pray for
the people they remind you about – friends, family, those working in
shops, those working in the postal service. Pray that they would know
God and be brave.

Now watch the rest of the video.

